
Our Lion’s Den is our Big Game McLaren Vale Shiraz

Lion’s Den of McLaren Vale
Shiraz 2018

Background
Dandelion Vineyards is a unique fusion of 

vineyards and vignerons. Our wines represent 

decades of experience, blending the fruit of our 

old vine gardens with the finest traditions of 

artisan winemaking.

Dandelion Vineyards are proven plantings 

that have stood the test of time. Our wish is to 

nurture the unique character of these vineyards 

and express their terroir in our wines. 

Capturing variety, vintage and vineyard requires 

an enlightened approach and although our 

growers see the Devil in every weed, we 

encourage the humble Dandelion amongst the 

vines as they suppress winter weeds, provide 

mulch in summer, and proffer their Wishing 

Clocks in spring to blow off to make our wish 

come true.

Our Lion’s Den of McLaren Vale is sourced 

from the foothills of McLaren Vale. After hand 

picking whole bunches of our Lion’s Den of 

McLaren Vale Shiraz in the last week of March 

our winemaker Elena Brooks gently crushed 

the fruit in open top fermenters. After a 12 day 

fermentation the wine was basket pressed 

into some new but predominately older French 

Oak barriques, to the mature for a further 20 

months in the same oak, before bottling without 

fining or filtration to capture the essence of the 

vineyard. Although ready to drink the Lion’s Den 

of McLaren Vale Shiraz will also reward cellaring 

and decanting.
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Tasting Notes
Colour

Bright, impenetrable, dark and vivid 

purple, the rim edge plays light. Best 

viewed at a white Dolomite marble table.

Nose

Heightened aromaticity of pure McLaren 

Vale shiraz: fresh and also cooked plums, 

hints of sultana and white chocolate, 

pink peppercorns and star anise, Fresh 

Christmas Cake. The background bouquet 

of oak spice is all bay leaf and smoked pork 

neck, bringing a gentle and co-ordinated 

layer of sophistication to the wine.

Palate

A reassuringly grainy texture is the 

mainstay of this red wine. There’s 

savouriness, too, and a clean acidity brings 

a keen balance to the wine. The honest 

tannins rumble avuncularly at palate’s 

end, ushering a dusty after-palate that 

invites a second sip. The cool, refreshing 

fruit qualities of red berries and just-ripe 

plums bring a friendly boisterousness.

Drink 
Fine wine demands simple foodstuffs - 

this is axiomatic. And this shiraz - with 

its purity of fruit and deftness of veil-like 

oak - certainly demands simple foodstuffs.  

A smallgoods maker’s best smoked 

sausage (gently simmered) served atop 

steamed Binje Potatoes cut into one inch 

slices, complete with some horseradish 

and German Mustard. Steamed 

cabbage, not sauerkraut. Controversial, 

we know, but the wine demands it.. 

Wish you were here...
Zar Brooks, Typist  & tba, 

Elena Brooks, BSc (Oenology)  
Adelaide Winemaker

Specifics

Composition: 100% Shiraz

Alcohol: 14.5%


